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Abstract: This paper is dealing with the analysis of validation techniques and the design of the hy-

brid tester. Hybrid protocol aware technique was chosen in order to accelerate the test-

ing process. Paper further describes architecture of this tester, with detailed explanation of 

the modules. The essential issue of hybrid protocol aware controlling objects by SW has been re-

solved and described. The resulting proof is that this technique has reached higher speed of testing, 

reusability and fast implementation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The main goal of testing is to measure whether a device or a system works correctly. The test 

should determine if the module is designed properly, or to prove if the design functions correspond 

to the requirements. As the design becomes more complex, operates on higher speeds, decreases 

the consumption, the testing challenges get more complex. To meet these requirements, test tech-

niques have continued to developed. A better tester could be achieved by improving the testing el-

ements, or to even allow the device to assist in its own evaluation. The basic test principles are pre-

sented below. Further in this paper the hybrid protocol aware tester for the sub-standard 

IEEE 802.1Qbu will be described. 

IEEE 802.1Qbu is a sub-standard defined by the IEEE Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) task 

group. This task group deals with several mechanisms for improved or even guaranteed real-time 

delivery of Ethernet traffic. IEEE 802.1Qbu defines a class of service for time-critical frames that 

requests the transmitter to suspend the transmission of a non-time-critical frame and allow for one 

or more time-critical frames to be transmitted. “When the time-critical frames have been transmit-

ted, the transmission of the pre-empted frame is resumed. A non-time-critical frame could be pre-

empted multiple times.“ [1] 

2 TESTING AND VERIFICATION FLOW FOR DIGITAL DESIGNS 

Digital design starts with a basic concept and fundamental requirements which should be achieved. 

According to these requirements architects estimate resources and then start to develop the proto-

type. It is essential to start with validation planning in the earlier phases. Validation plans are de-

pendent on the processes, formal verification plan, documentation, etc. Formal verification plan 

must contain a set of phases to prove or disprove the design functionality. This plan is set according 

to the safety integration level (SIL). Furthermore, the plan must also contain three essential mile-

stones: simulation, emulation and testing.  

There is a wide range of verification tools which are used for simulation (UVM, UVVM, VUnit, 

eVC, etc). The Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) [2] is a preferred method for building 

the verification environment. The VHDL based methodologies (OSVVM, UVVM) [3] are also 

used because of the open source (free license) projects.  
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Complexity of modern digital designs creates an enormous verification challenge which can be 

reached through implementing advanced emulation techniques. There are three emulation ap-

proaches: SW, HW ‚and hybrid approach.  

 The TLM-2.0 classes are layered on top of the SystemC class library, it is one of the full 

SW emulation technique. This is basically an interoperability layer; class generates a pay-

load which is subsequently sent through core interface into a target socket. The synchroni-

zations are defined as loosely timed (strong) or approximately timed (weak). [4]  

 Co-Modeling is one of the hybrids more SW-related approach, which is based on virtual 

devices. “Virtual devices are the confluence of three technologies: emulation, co-modeling 

and in-circuit emulation (ICE). Connection between these software and RTL pieces is 

achieved by using the co-model Channels.” [5]  

 Protocol aware automation test equipment (PA ATE) has been develop or HW emulation. 

This technique operates in three modes: Virtual Emulation (Existing ATE using real time 

sequencer, digital source and capture), Bench-like Functional ATE options (non-

emulation) and Hybrid Approach (Native Emulation).  [6] 

PA-ATE consists of: PA Port (An ATE pin or group of pins that emulate a given protocol), 

PA Object (An object-oriented programming model for the PA Port which contains proper-

ties and methods for a given protocol), PA Memory (Stored PA Transaction Memory, 

Generated and Captured by the PA Port) and PatGen (Standard pattern generator or se-

quencer).  [6] 

Emulation techniques have been helping reveal a huge number of bugs in the design, which give a 

high probability that bugs will be avoided after chip fabrication. Testing performed during the chip 

production shows inaccuracies in the given technology and processes. After chip is manufactured it 

must be checked for full functionality. Automation test equipment (ATE) is used for confirmation 

of the chip correctness. New die is connected to this equipment via pins. Due to complexity of de-

signs the ATE is connected to the modern interfaces (e.g. IJTAG, PSI Express), which communi-

cate with inner design for the test (DFT). This DFT must be designed after creating a prototype and 

is verified along with the core design verification. The DFT has few techniques: Ad hoc, boundary 

scan chains (JTAG, IJTAG), build in self-test (BIST), automatic test pattern generator (ATPG), etc. 

Boundary scan, also known as (I)JTAG (IEEE 1149.1/P1687) [JTAG/IJTAG] is a fully HW ap-

proach. JTAG interface is used to control the device during testing by sending commands and data 

to it in the form of instrument vectors, and the data obtained by the instrument must be extracted. 

IJTAG is an extension of JTAG, especially designed to allow reconfiguration of the part of the de-

sign. These smaller parts of the design are defended as special scan chain called ‘‘segment insertion 

bits’’ (SIBs).  [7] 

BIST and ATPG are the techniques where the applied tester is located inside the hardware ele-

ments. ATPG is used for testing of the critical parts, by applying patterns from the external tester 

and observing the results. 

3 HYBRID PROTOCOL AWARE MAC-802.1QBU TESTER 

Hybrid protocol aware tester got its name following the PA technique (described in chapter 2), be-

cause it used the basic concept of this technique. The hybrid object has two layers of abstraction, 

SW and HW. SW layer controls the HW layer through the transaction component. From the SW 

point of view, objects are virtual modules processing an action according to the commands. On the 

other hand, HW objects are physical modules waiting for commands to start the action. In the case 

that the SW needs to change the behavior of an object, HW must be updated. Specific functions 

and requirements determine the HW design, which must be fully controlled by the SW. [8] 
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Figure 1 shows the structure of the hybrid protocol aware MAC-802.1Qbu tester (in further text 

HPAT). For more information regarding this design see [8]. This tester has two objects (generator 

and monitor) which need to fulfill the Qbu sub-standard. This Sub-standard has defined two types 

of transaction, express (priority) and pre-empted (fragmented). According to this sub-standard, the 

objects have two patterns, the first one generates priority data stream, while the second one gener-

ates pre-empted data stream. Generated streams are then sent into port or into scoreboard, where 

these streams are used for transmitting (generator’s function) or receiving (monitor’s function). 

Generator’s task is to create proper stimuli (random or non-random), and to transfer them into DUT 

according to the standard. Monitor’s task is to receive the egress frames and to check frame cor-

rectness according to the DUT requirements. IO control interface has a function of translating 

commands from software (SW) and to use those commands inside the objects in automatic mode. 

The precise description of these components will be described in further chapters. 

 

Figure 1: Protocol aware hardware tester for MAC-802.1Qbu 

The HPAT has a lot of modifications when comparing with the PA ATE tester. The main modifica-

tion is that the Stored PA Transaction Memory is not necessary, because testing transaction has 

been provided in the HW. Only the commands from SW are transferred into HW memory.  

3.1 IO CONTROL INTERFACE 

The previously mentioned IO control interface is specified as a transaction level component. Its 

main purpose is to connect two abstraction layers. This task is resolved by defining a protocol and 

sub-protocol. Figure 2 shows this solution. Protocol structure has a header and payload. Header 

consists of the START and END commands. Payload contains a set of sub-protocols. The sub-

protocol has one-word (16 bits or 2 bytes) header and one-word payload. Headers of a sub-protocol 

are defined as commands (command constant) which are not allowed to be used for a payload.  

 

Figure 2: Protocol structure 

Brief example:  

SW “sees” an object with dedicated commands. According to these commands, the SW should 

send the following protocol: START, CMD1, CMD1_VALUE, …, CMDn, CMDn_VALUE, END.  

HW is waiting for a set of commands (e.g. same as above), when commands arrive, the proper reg-

isters are set (e.g. START, CMD1=INIT, CMD1_VALUE=PATT_GEN1, 

CMD2=NO_OF_FREMES, CMD2_VALUE=2, …, END). At the end, when the END command 

arrives, the transaction starts. 
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The IO control interface module contains three models: FIFO command, command decoder and 

status object. FIFO stores a received transaction. Command decoder reads data from the command 

FIFO, then decodes it and sets proper output registers. A status object is the module which is map-

ping the status registers and counters with an Avalon MM interface. 

3.2 PROTOCOL AWARE MAC-802.1QBU PATTERNS 

Patterns have to prepare a data stream for sending or receiving, depending on whether it is a gener-

ator pattern or a monitor pattern. In the both cases, pattern needs to generate random or non-

random data and to calculate CRC in terms of further check. As it was previously mentioned pat-

tern must be fully controlled by the SW. IO control interface communicates with the pattern via 

pseudo-interface. This interface contains signals which set input registers and trigger transaction 

(e.g. if command sets NO_OF_FREMES is 2, input register “no_of_frames” is set to 2; or if END 

command receives, “start_transaction” is set, which means start generating).  

Figure 3 shows a generator pattern and a monitor pattern block diagram. Basically, they are the 

same, except for the fact that the monitor pattern has an observed memory and scoreboard, which is 

used for comparing the received data. Monitor pattern is a very good example of reusability, since 

more than 80 % are reused modules from a generator pattern. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 3: Patterns block diagram a) Generator pattern b) Monitor pattern 

3.3 PROTOCOL AWARE MAC-802.1QBU PORTS 

Generator port should emulate Qbu sub-standard which means that the output stream must be unin-

terrupted (Ethernet stream). When generator patterns prepare data, this module must proceed ac-

cording to the commands from IO control interface. IO control interface communicates with the 

port module in the same way as a pattern component.  

Essential function of generator port module is timing management. Figure 4 shows how this mod-

ule is supposed to read data stream from patterns. FRAME_WAIT_PRIORITY and 

FRAME_WAIT_FRAG commands set the waiting time for priority and fragmented frames. Start-

ing time is the same for both patterns. When the first pattern (e.g. priority pattern) generates a 

frame, more precisely when the frame appears in FIFO Avalon st, control port module starts to dec-

rement counter or to “lose waiting time” for that pattern. When the second pattern (e.g. fragmented 

pattern) generates frame, control port decrements the counter for this pattern. In the case that both 

frames arrive in the same time (which is a normal situation, because of the same pattern logic) it 

starts to lose time in the same clock cycle.  

Figure 4 shows one example when both frames arrive at the same time. If waiting time for frag-

mented frame is lower than for priority frame, then fragment sends the first one. The “losing” time 

is same for both frames. According to this rule, after the first fragment is sent, priority frame needs 

to wait only for the T2 left time. Waiting time for the second fragment is also decrement for time 
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T2, then it waits for T3 and so on. Using this function, the port could emulate different idle time for 

frames, which can occur in real networks. This different time can be random for DUT, but it 

is dedicated to the monitor and that allows for better testing. 

 

Figure 4: Timing diagram 

Port monitor is much simpler than port generator. It has to receive Qbu frames and then send data 

into related pattern and check the header. Header checker compares the received symbols with the 

input commands. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 5: Ports block diagram, a) Generator port and b) Monitor port 

4 RESULT 

Logic utilization (in ALMS) is 54 % (26.351), when FIFO memories are set to 4 KB. Meaning that 

it occupies more than half of the chip area. If FIFO memories are set to 1 KB, design corrupt only 

15 % of logic area.  

5 CONCLUSION 

Different testing and verification techniques have various approaches on how to test a digital sys-

tem. There is no direct answer which technique is better, some of them are better in early phases, 

while the others are better in the later phases. Hybrid protocol aware MAC-802.1Qbu tester is one 

of the techniques that can test systems in real-time. It is flexible for reusing and changing of com-

ponents. Another advantage is its integration with other techniques (e.g. BIST, TLM2.0). Further-

more, the testing transaction has also been provided in the HW, which has rapidly increased the 

testing speed. Tester architecture was designed as proof of the concept. This architecture has few 

conceptual issues, with the biggest being the Avalon stream interface. This issue is referred to in-

crease the logic from 15 % to 54 % in cases where memory is changed from 1 KB to 4 KB. Future 

plan is to resolve the memory problem, add Ethernet interface and more TSN sub-standards. 
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